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In this thesis, the problem of the diffraction of

light by ultrasonic wave3 has been rigorously foraulat

ed in terns of the scattering of electromagnetic waves

by a periodically perturbed medium. It is shown that

the present theory is valid arid useful over the

entire range of experimental conditions where the

phenomenon of ultrasonic diffraction is found to

occur; this is in contrast to the existing theories

which are each at beat valid over different parts of

this range. Various conclusions of the theory are

found to be in satisfactory agreement with the experi¬

mental results.
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I. ElhQDIJCTIOI,

Through the study of the scattering of light by
thermal vibrations in liquids, Brillouin (1921) was

led to postulate the diffraction of light by ultra-

sonic waves many years before its experimental real-

ination by luebye and Sears (1932) and Lucas and

Biquard (1932). The experimental work showed, at

once, an unexpected variety and complexity of spectra.

In the first theoretical treatment of this

problem, Brillouin (1933) set up Maxwell's equations

for the region disturbed by the ultrasonic beam and

considered the propagation of an incident plane wave

in the disturbed medium. The dielectric constant

occurring in the wave equations was assumed to be-

directly proportional to the density of the medium.

Brillouln solved these equations by two approximate

methods. In the first method he assumed (a) that the

incident wave kept its constant amplitude inside the

medium independent of th© thickness of the ultrasonic

beam, and (b) that the density variations in the

ultrasonic beam were small enough to justify the con¬

sideration of the emission of secondary waves by the

incident wave alone, that is, the amplitude of the
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secondary waves was assumed to be considerably-

smaller than that of the incident wave. This approx¬

imate method gives only first order lines. In the

same paper, Brlllouin realised that this approximation

was rather crude; he, therefore, disregarded the

assumptions (a) and (b) above and obtained the

intensities of various orders in terms of power scries

of the parameter,

s = AA*/X4 (i)

; where A is the ratio of the maximum density Chang#

to the density of the undisturbed medium, A is

i the wave-length of the sound and X the vacuum wave¬

length of the incident light. Such expressions in

terms of power series have a limited range of useful¬

ness since they converge- rapidly only if S 1.

The second theoretical treatment came from Raman

and Hath (1936-38); they started from the scalar

wave equation and assumed that the refractive index

of the medium was directly proportional to its density;.

They succeeded in reducing this equation to a set of
difference differential equations

^ *p-t — ypji-t — ^6-c+i) — (2)

where = _i_ (4% a£>,A0y ^
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Here rfg is the amplitude of the wave of J a order,
q is the angle of incidence, n the refractive

index of the unperturbed medium, and denotes

differential coefficient of 4 with respect to its

argument air/iZ./x and 2 is the distance traversed

by light in the ultrasonic region, Raman and Eath

then neglected the term occurring on the

right hand side of (2) and thus obtained for p' closed

expressions in terns of Bessel functions of integral

order, This procedure does not appear to be correct

since, even if '/6 be small compared to unity, JV%
will not be negligible for sufficiently large JL . For

•*•2
example, if '/s ~ 10 or greater, the Raman and

lath expressions for 0^ have no adequate theoretical
justification. However for /% << 1 and small

values of 1 , their Bessel function solutions for

might form a good approximation.

It may also be mentioned that Raman and Nath

(19355, in an earlier treatment of the problem, based

on v/ork by Hayleigh (1907) on phase gratings, obtained

the diffraction wave amplitudes in terms of Bessel

functions of the same argument as above. This method

considered only the phase changes as a plane wave

traversed the ultrasonic beam.

It will be noticed that the Hainan and Hath



approximation, S » 1, and the Brillouin appro*-
i \

iaatioa, « 1, could, at best, be valid and useful

only under opposite conditions. In the intermediate

range of values of the parameter S" f ( S -v 1)
neither treatment is able to give expressions for the

intensities of the different orders. Moreover, they
I
give no indication of the number of orders likely to

appear for a given value of the parameter *S , i.e.,

under given experimental conditions (except, of course,

in the trivial case of % « 1).

Various authors (notably Extermann and Wannier

(1936), hath (1936), David (1937), van Cittert (1937),

Bytov (1930) and liertens (1951)) have tried to improve

upon these approximations. Hone of them succeeded,

however, in obtaining convenient expressions for the

calculation of the intensities of the various order

lines over the entire range of the parameter S .

In the present work, we approach the problem of

the diffraction of light by ultrasonic waves, in a

different maimer, suggested by a paper of Darwin

(1924) on the optical constants of matter. Darwin

considers the problem of reflection and refraction of

light through a homogeneous medium in the following

way: When a light wave is incident on the medium,
each element of volume of the medium may be regarded
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as emitting secondary waves (the amplitude of these

secondary waves being determined by the scattering

index C ) and each element of volume is under the

exciting force of not only the incident wave, hut

also of all the secondary waves emitted by the other

elements of volume of the medium. This leads, as is

frequently the case in rigorous diffraction theory

(See e.g., Cleramow, 1951), to an integral equation

for the unknown electromagnetic disturbance

(or H) in the medium. After 23 has been determined

from the integral equation, one can calculate the

intensities of reflected and refracted waves by

suitably combining the secondary wave3 outside the

medium due to | • Por a homogeneous medium, consider
ed by Darwin, the scattering index £ turns out to
be given by

£ = 3 <**- ') ■« f0 say (3)
(**-+ a.)

low we know from the Lorents-lorenz law tliat

(na ,) / ( wi+ 3.) is directly proportional to the
density of the medium. It is, therefore, physically

reasonable to assume that, for a heterogeneous medium,

the scattering index at any point is directly proport¬

ional to the density at that point. Ho such physical

, ' J



argument can be advanced for the corresponding
\

assumptions, of earlier workers quoted above, relating

to the proportionality of refractive index or dielect¬

ric constant to the density of the perturbed medium.

In this thesis, we start from the proportionality

of the scattering index to the density and obtain the

integral equation for our problem. As a trial solut¬

ion for this equation, m take the resultant electro¬

magnetic disturbance E- in the medium as a super¬

position of a discrete set of plane waves. The

condition for the self-consistency of the trial solut¬

ion gives, (a) the possible frequencies and directions

of the diffracted waves and (b) an infinite set of

equations for the amplitudes of the plane waves form¬

ing the trial solution. It is shown that these

equations are sufficient to determine uniquely these
■*

amplitudes and, hence, the amplitudes of the diffract-

ed waves. Although it has not been possible to solve

the infinite set of equations for the amplitudes

explicitly and obtain analytical expressions for them,
it is shown that, for a given value, of the parameter

\

S and for given angle of incidence &, a finite num¬
ber of these equations suitably chosen from the set is
sufficient to give a good approximation for the

\
amplitudes. This gives also an indication as to the



number of orders likely to appear under given experi¬

mental conditions, i.e. for given values of S and

In particular, the well-known asymmetry in the differ¬

ent spectra for oblique incidence receives a natural

explanation, The estimated asymmetry as a function of

the angle of incidence is found to be in qualitative

agreement with the experimental results.

On the other hand, explicit expressions for the

intensities of the first order lines for both normal

and Bragg incidence can be easily calculated on the

basis of our theory; this calculation is given in

§3.3° These, as well as various other theoretical

results, are compared with the experimental facts and

are found' to be in satisfactory agreement.

Finally, we mention that we treat only the case

of the B-polarization. The discussion of the H-
'

polarization is analogous, though somewhat"more com¬

plicated, and will not be given.
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II. A PYh'AIlICAL gHEQiff OF UlffHASOflIC DXPFKACglQK.

We treat the diffraction of light "by ultrasonic

waves in liquids as a classical scattering of electro¬

magnetic waves by the elementary scattering centres

or "particles" of the medium. In this method the

direct combination of the waves scattered by the

particles requires no introduction of boundary con¬

ditions at refracting surfaces (disturbed regions at

the edge of the ultrasonic beam) but brings in the

ultrasonic beam thickness through the process of

integration over the scattering volume. Moreover,

one makes no appeal to any specific scattering mechan¬

ism such as is given by the classical theory of

electrons or the quantum theory of radiation, but

introduces a scattering index f appropriate for

the medium. We now proceed to define € .

§2*1. ghe Scattering Index £ .

liie scattering index -t is defined in the follow¬

ing manner. Let an element of volume d? at (x,y, z)
be illuminated by light with components E* (t,x,y,z).
fhen the scattered light at the point (x*,y' ,z*), a

distance -t from the Infinitesimal volume dV, is

obtained from a Hertzian vector Z whose components
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are given "by

— dV V"— %| £* (t - % , X I 2 )/f7TT

fhe electric field components at x^y'jZ* are derived

from the vector Z by the equation,

£*= -!- -H I Ftp (2)a*" M:*- fi> fop,

In a homogeneous medium (the case considered by

Darwin), -2 is a constant equal to 'So , independent

of space and time coordinates, and is given "by $1 (3).

However, in a heterogeneous medium, e.g., a liquid

traversed by ultrasonic waves, t will no longer be a

constant "but will he a function of t»z,y, and z«

We assume, in view of the arguments given in the

Introduction, that in such a disturbed medium

C (t,x,y,z) is directly proportional to the density
of the medium. Ihen a harmonic compression wave

travelling along the x axis gives a scattering index

of the form

lit, x) - fo ( I + A k*))

= 2. (I+ A + -i(-at-K*u3)
a a. '

where te is the scattering index of the undisturbed



FIGURE I.

The Ultrasonic Beam as a Scattering Medium.

Single Scattering centre of medium (x,, y, )
Centre of integration inside medium (x , y )o

Centre of integration Beyond medium (x^, y^)
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medium, A is the ratio of the amplitude of the density

wave to the average density in the medium, and -a. is

the angular frequency and K the wave number of the

ultrasonic disturbance.

We shall confine our attention to progressive

ultrasonic waves. Standing waves could, however, be

treated in a similar manner using, for € , in place

of (3)» the expression

fYt,x) — -f. ( | +- A Oclo -n-t ewkx)

X * *■ (4)
. -il-Ot+K*) (Si.ir+ Kx)\
? e "+■ % ® J'

2.2 She Integral liquation fox the E Polarisation.

We consider a disturbed region of liquid lying

between the planes, y - 0 and y » d, and extending

indefinitely in the x and z directions, (sec Figure 1).
An ultrasonic wave travels along the x axis and fills

the whole region. Shis slab of liquid is illuminated

by light falling on it obliquely with, the wave normal

lying in the xy-plane and making an angle <9 (-T<0i-rr)
with the y axis. We measure 9 anticlockwise from

the positive y direction to the direction along whioh

\)
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the light advances. We consider first the 23 polar¬

ization, the case of light polarised with the electric

vector along the z axis (i.e., at right angles to the

plane of incidence).
The equation of an incident wave propagated at

right angles to the z axis is

i(u)t - .

(t". X, = f3 e. , CD
where B is the amplitude, oj the angular frequency,

1c the wave number and & the angle of the wave normal

with the y axis. (As is customary in the use of a

function of a complex variable in physics, the real

part is taken to represent the physical quantity).
Under the influence of this wave, each particle emits

a secondary wave and the incident wave and all the

secondary waves combine to affect each element of the
medium. We call the resulting stimulating force at

any point, the "light vector".

Let the "light vector" at (x,, y, , z, ) be

B(t , x,, y,, z,). Since the incident light is polar¬
ized arT the z axis and our system has the same

properties in all planes at right angles to the z

axis, it is reasonable to assume that the li^it

vector B(t,x,y,s) will also be polarised



along the a axis . This light vector causes the

emission of a scattered wave and the effect, at the

point (^G>y0»s0) and at time t , Is given by the
Hertzian vector of the form (of. equation 2.1, (1))

dV x,) (t -x., x,, tjn t,) /i+tty t (2)

where

^ - (X, -Xo)1 -+- +- (i! -U1

Moreover, in view of the above remarks, we need con¬

sider only the z component of the light vector

scattered from the volume dV. This is given by

<^5"c*««+ /M-TTV .

The total effect at {:zQ ,y, zQ) is obtained by
integrating over the whole volume and adding the

incident wave. We then obtain for Ez(t,x,y,z), at

any point (x0,y0,aQ) in the scattering medium, the
integral equation

Eitt.x= 6

+ (5 j-i ^,'j Kt-£,ft-r,x.,j,,e,)/«rr(4'



Onee tha lifftt vector to knmm. inside the scattering

isediua, at any polat eq ) out¬
side the mdiiui, is aiaply the rlgsfet fceasd side of

sgoatlon Ci>. i7e bow proeeed to solve this- equation

I for JL*
2

f*f She aw&aatlon of a Cerfrf4a IntorraD

Before bis sqXv© esad diseaa© the inteyral equation

(4}* it will fee convenient first to evaluate a certain

integers! unioli is mooted for its solution,
fix integral XCw , a, t) io defined by

. i (lO-fc - UXo - bMo)
X (00 ) a i b) e s

c/v » u -, ^ (<o i-t - X) ~ °-x' ~ ^ y i)
= ]!! + k*le /lflTV

.... i (cot-a>c,-l9H^ - _i61Y/c
- jij d*, d^( dtet e { c> + ^ e Attt. CD

the substitution z • z,- * - y, - ?„ and I
• -.8,-8^, (15 cm "so rewitten in the fern

X (w, a, lo^ = ^1 + la, D)

where

I, = fJ! *V. «>
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and

14

r, = I tW Aj da (£) a-iwV'/WT. (4)

v-c first evaluate the integral I, with, the help

of Green's theorem. We observe that the integrand

has a singularity at the centre (r « 0) of Integration.

Since for the validity of Green's theorem, the integr¬

and must be regular throughout the domain of integrat¬

ion, we must exclude this particular point. This is

done, in the usual manner, by surrounding the point

(ic0 ,yQ * z0) *&y a small sphere of radi.us £ , integrat¬
ing throughout the volume outside this sphere and,

finally, letting £ —> 0.

let be the direction cosines of

the normal dram inward toward the volume of integrat-

ion. By using Green's theorem, we can transform the

volume integral I, into a surface integral and obtain

x, -JTUv*

In evaluating this surfa.ee integral, we have = 0
over the faces of the slab and tf,. = a/r over the



small sphere about the origin. As v/e let e -> G, we

keep only the first order terms and have

I = _ fj ££ ^ A_ | — \ = If dS i!r/Vr* = ~X- it \ fTPr) Ji 3
(5)

For the integral I a. we require a particular

result discussed in detail by Darwin. In brief, he

shows that tlie integral

- (-T -t- fcx)rr°°
, + a-X)

Jj A* dz £ / 4-TTT

(where la positive, y ( = /Jris real, and a

is real and |a| less then unity) is suamable tlrough

not strictly convergent. In this summation certain

oscillating terms from infinity are rejected on the

grounds that to include them would be, in effect, to

make a study of the diffraction pattern produced at

the centre of the slab by its remote edges. (She

presence of finite slit width is not, in general,

apparent in ultrasonic diffraction experiments, but

when it does appear, as in some plates by Earff (1936)
it is easily distinguishable. Darwin finds that, sub¬

ject to the above conditions,

ff , , -i-fcbr + ax)/ M V~l- a1 , r 3Jj d*. e _ ifirY = e. 3 - a
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and vm have

[]a.d,^ + axL (6,
~°o

IfoiT "by uniting XA as the sum of tno Integrals

and using (6), ve obtain

r* - "* [£ -1"]h-^11^

Adding (5) and (7) and using (2), -.re have finally

i * Q ^g(<flia,b)^0
X (oil a. \>)

G-(u), a . b) C* 9k ^ (tt»i*, b) Aj «? -a1
2^ (lii» Ai b) (ko

+ 1* -£ === , («>
o 1 —*
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where

<r (tii At t>) = ^ («•*•+- b* -

U*-vb*+ a.uVt4)

= ^^ ( to , a., b)

•\. (lo, x \ b)

(9)

= b N lO_*
c *-

— a

Having evaluate 1 the integral I(<o , a, b), we can

resane the discussion of the integral equation.

2*4 I'he Solution of the Integral Equation.

Since 2s(t,z,y,z) is the same for all values of
z, we write, for (t,x,y), as a trial solution for

our integral equation,

CD

where Ji arid m axe integers ( + u* ^ is

the angular frequency, ILm the amplitude and v/e
call Pg and p., the x and y components of a propagatj-
ion vector* Each term of (1) which contributes to the

solution is characterised by two indices, so that the

trial solution represents a doubly infinite sheaf of
plane waves. Shis form of a possible solution is

suggested by the multiple reflections and refractions
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to be expected In an infinite slab of stratified med¬

ium with parallel plane faces.

111 a homogeneous medium with a given refractive

index n, corresponding to a given frequency <J , yx
and satisfy the relation

tS* - K - t- (2)

so that for a given frequency and a given value of |>x,
O

there can exist only one value of qa • However, in a
p

stratified medium, as we shall see below, can

have an infinite set of values since the refractive

index is not constant in the medium +.

We now substitute our trial solution (1) into the

integral equation §2.2 (4)« Remembering that the

scattering index -2 is real, we have

4.) = To I e~*H' |y
+ k e*(l4j*»*","aVfc ~ (+ -i ((u4Vu-n)tr - C|>«

x
T -*

(3)

+ Corresponding to each value of ^ , there are,
of course two values of via. ± <2*. • The
amplitudes of the corresponding solutions will be
denoted by W& and wZ» . It is to be noticed
that the sum in (1) includes both kinds of terms,
although for the sake of brevity we have not
written this explicitly. In future, too, the
summation over m would imply summation over both
g ♦ and Wj,» unless otherwise stated.
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Writing * * X, - xQ, y = y , - yQ, z « a , - zQ t

and using the notation of §2+31 the integral equation

reduces to

I(u,.,H^ (4)

H* I Mw e'^

+ i*I l^k)lI--M!-»I(^-^,(^K).}„)
The integral I(w ,a, b" has been evaluated in

§2.3. Substituting from '2.3 (S) into (4)
we obtain finally

£ M,_ ** 6=''**" x.k*ii>-g.kw.fi)

+ H I N,„ ~^U'S'Vr (a^,^
+ ^ ei((^+.a)t. - (^+K)X. ^kl

+ 4 (^-Mx. -t-J'5/r(«,.- IX, y.-K, j-
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-T. IN.,

4-A (wu.+-aV' sJ. ((«w-n)t -i^+icu. - \|^-^- (fr^K)X <{.}
a.tx <j (u»k+-a,

4-1 iO j
( fc)«-re, |>* - Ki ^ aJ (^_K^ J (5)

+•«, IM*. (u.i -K ^
^ c* -&. (u)<M , ( ^vm) A| tt<»» jiji1

<«><w+ -re. jx+Ki'jK) d.+ 4 e«-il%Kt-a)t - (|>8+kUoi-V&^~^i- (|u+k)Tijo) _^/e.

a*.* -4 (u^+JI, j,,+Ki |_j ^

+ 4(u»,~nU nU - (jx-kU + aF%t^- (JhO* J.)
^ -n.)*_ ^.k^

In order that equation (5) say be satisfied at
all times and at all points of the scattering medium,
the coefficients of each exponential which differs
from all the others in any of the variables t,x,y
must vanish separately. We observe in (5) that a)<iyv
changes in steps of -Q and is always accompanied by
a change of p£ in steps of K* The cosfficients of
yQ in the various exponc.ntio.ls, however * either re¬
mains unchanged (Am ) or is always the some function
of correspending el 1 s and p*s. Hence, we can take



Wawv to depend only on the index A . Horeover, since

we can assume, without loss of generality, that ^(s. * 6)
is the frequency of the incident light, we obtain

m,-0 = u3 to® — uj +- J? _n_ /

s (6}
jp0 = A Atuh |p/ = A /ut/O +- t k

Using the relations (6), equation (5) can he

written as

^ ( <0«ta."fc~ — jpiXo - go ) ^ -2 (wt"-Xo -JJokco#®)

+ ft I M«_ [ - t"*- ~ 1-4-1 /V,
+ ^ ^ T- { ^-4-W t ~ ^v, X0 —

A ' '

+ ^ (|j

jev%,

1 J»+l i w\

- ?. r fi*. -^:-Kn->Ac'3<„vir^:-
+1(u,"t"
+ 4 ^ ^ - W- *"

t ft z m*. (V ~ *•' K°*
A 2. 2 (w«+tfr- kviXc. + \J - b^j" go) ' « i r——

4 ^ i
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where

(3)

<Tw = •* ^ t*e * %** ~~

= <\~ - - K

£tUK = ^ + A) w<Vt*- - ^

We mention here that the last six lines of (?)
describe the light waves as though they were in

vacuum, i.e. to a given frequency uu there corres-

I ponds a wave number to*/. . J?or this reason, we oalX
them "external waves" although they are actually

found inside the scattering medium. We shall see in

§ that outside the scattering medium the solution

consists of only these types of terms. The components

of the propagation vector in these terms, as we have

seen, are independent of the particular value of q^.
The amplitude of each of these waves, however, does

depend on the amplitudes Hj>m and on the possible q^
values of our trial solution. We shall now set up

the equations for determining and the possible

values of c.„ by setting the coefficients of each of
the exponentials separately equal to aero.

Sow, it is easy to see that the q of our trial
solution (1) cannot take the values - K



for, if ^ = fafa _ ^ then *rAM = 0 and the right
hand aide of (7) becomes infinitely great while- the

left hand side is finite. This la to be expected

since oar trial solution is in a scattering medium

whose refractive index is not unity and the frequency

to wave number ratio will not equal the velocity of

light in vacuum as a relation of the tyre «„l = •, Hhfa - >f

implies. liquating first the coefficients of each ex¬

ponential in (7) which has the factor io in it
we obtain, for each m the following recurrence

relation for the amplitudes

MtZ ( - ') — y ) (9
where each relation contains only either U** or I "i

Similarly from a comparison of the coefficients of

other exponentials of (7), we obtain

& = I ru ( fC +■ 4 v IL n -

Using the recurrence r lation (9), this simplifies to

ft = cr0M w0" hiom /ac^gow, ~K -

Likewise, we have for the other exponentials

0 =

0 =

Z (TJm vf AL^e2gfi. ^«*&•■ "K o, H
*V 0

£ Gl* w/A/a* -|ui«» fi- (Ill



Tm summation over m in (10), (11) and (12) implies

summation over both the I+ Jo and ft ~ • x> •

In order to see that the number of equations (9)
to (12) is enough to obtain possible values of q0
and for the solution of all the amplitudes 21 ,

we consider first the set of recurrence relations (9).

Substituting for from (z ) in (9), we have

i l - {** - kuVc^ 1 »| ± , A / u - .1 *■ \ ~

L w0n{?7|5T75rtJ 4 (♦ "*•-) -0 (13)
fhe suffix f and m in these relations have as jet

no significance, since they occur through the possible

values of qm, which are still undetermined, We,
therefore, drop these suffix in (13)* for the

present, in order to introduce them later to label

different possible values of q. Doing so, we re¬

write (13) as

-|af) Nt + + '
where, we have written, for brevity, (<£*-) for the
expression within the square brackets in (13)*

(<7l) = I _ (v^1) ( ft* ~ . (15)* (v^-0 ( ^ •»- *"«VcO
How the relations (14) can be regarded as an infinite

set of homogeneous simultaneous equations. She
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condition that (14) may have a non-trivial solution

i.e. N* ^ 0 for all Ji , is that the infinite

determinant formed from the coefficients of (14) van¬

ishes, i.e.

f. <}*) , 4,0
4 ■ -H*> ■

o , 4 ■ Vf>

t
"2-

= o

Ihe roots of this equation determine the possible
.2 * 2

(16)

values of q .

by

If A were sero, q is just given

r -
_ KUm

_ \>J (—<=0 < W\ < oo )
(17!

2
If A f 09 v;e denote by the suffix a on q , that

p
value of q which reduces to when

2
one puts A = 0. Corresponding to each value of q^,
there are, of course, two values of q^ i.e. ♦ •

She amplitudes Kcorresponding to a +qm and

-Qjp, as mentioned before, will be denoted by
and N respectively. The equations (13)# then,
for a given value of q, say +qn, v/ill give all
amplitudes B^ (-«* < * < ^ ), in terms of one of
them which, for convenience, we take II ^ . In this
way, one can obtain with the help of (13^ all the
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amplitudes , in terns of a single infinity of

unlaiowxis II ^ and a single infinity of mikmmrm

H . It Is seen that equations (10), (11) and (12)
are just enough in number to obtain these unhncrans as

solution of these equations. We met mention, that

in order that the inhomogeneous equations (ID) to (12)

should have a unique solution, the corresponding

determinant rsist not vanish. fhis, however, is

difficult to prove, and ?/e shall assume here, that

this condition is satisfied.

fhe equations (9) to (12), therefore, determine

the possible values of and the infinite set of

amplitudes li/m (-»» < i<a°) * Although it does

not appear possible in general to solve- these equations

explicitly, approximate solutions can be obtained in

amy particular case (i.e. for .given values of the

parameters n and oc )• 2he methods for obtaining

such approximate solutions will be discasoei in-. I 3-1 •

§2*5 Biffran ted s-,ectra Outside the Scafe.orlrg

l2iS2B*

f« have ohmm in the previous section feet fee

Integral equation for 1 in the disturbed medium car.

be solved und the solution &m be written in. the fora
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where cox and are given by §2.4 (6) and qm
and 1 £fvi are doterained by equations (3) to (12) of

,}2.4. Me now proceed to obtain explicit expressions

for the frequencies, directions and amplitudes of the

diffracted spectra outside the scattering medium. It

follows from §2.2 that the light vector

Bzat a P°int outside the medium
and at time t is given by

j t

where the integration is over the entire scattering

medium, (x,,y,ts, ) is a point inside this medium,

E2(t,x, ,y, ,z,) is given by (1), c (t,x,) is given by
§2*1 (3) and r2 = (xQ - x,)a+ (yQ -y,)a->- (zQ - z ,)2|
When $ (t -£,x,) Ez (t - §,x,,y, ,z«) is written
explicitly, we again have to use the integrals

I(to »a,b), discussed in ;2.3. She evaluation of
the integral I(u> ,a,b) is, however, much simpler in j
the present case since the point (x^,y^,a^) lies out¬
side the region of integration and there is then no

singularity (at the origin) of the kind discussed
in that section. Hence, the integral I, of §2.3 is

zero, while I*, for a point beyond the scattering
medium, can be easily seen to be given by

T v , n"a*- * I {2)'
a = % [\e - i)/a. ^ (M.ft. W AIT.-* j
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YJiille, for a point "before the scattering median,

is given by

^ -«.*] (4)

Mailing use of (3), v/s obtain for E°(t»^,y^)
beyond the scattering medium

K = T„ I ^ [u«l ,)

eifu).t - |»x: _ xf^TP ,;) i
/ ^tw»^ A/ c*■ I1*

+ I ovT (e~l3*""~4_ ,) ei

+ | «,?,(« ,) gio~*- fx-.«.'-^ /IS

^ac' C0-*4*f
c* -K

-

(5)

Similarly, at a point before the scattering median,
£®<%,x»ty*) is given by

E* <*, x.'.g,') = t ^ [ e* (e-*R*"d_ |)
i(tOtt - Wxl - jW _ u/ ui) / , ft /e r ' •* P* 3 /acU^fwTTbg

Ci v
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Since, in general, the intensities of the reflect

ed spectra are very small, we shall confine our attent

ion to points beyond the scattering medium. The total

transmitted light is obtained by adding the incident

wave to (5)» Doing so and making use of the equations

§2.4 (10) and (11), ire obtain for the transmitted

light

l|z <r.„ e M"^^ ^ W)
or, writing

ft* - I 60/ ),/, (8)
r*\ u

(7) can be written in the form

L ft, e '(u,t ~ I"**' " ^ (9)
JL

It is immediately seen from (9) that the transmitted

wave complex consists of many plane waves, each with
a different frequency and a different direction of

propagation. Making use of the relation's §2*3 (6),
the frequencies and the directions of propagation of
the various waves are given by

— oj + -C rz. (— °o Q < oo ) (10)



2.5

^Si — ' Pi C,
Ho7

— jft-w.-l (-k +■ -4 k) c

(id

where <pA denotes the angle between the direction of

propagation of the wave and the y axis wit]', the

same sign convention as for 9 . Moreover the

amplitude of the in wave is Just 3^ which in terms
'

of is given by (8).
If v/o neglect terms of the order of v/e, where

v is the velocity of sound (v (11) can be

written in the form,

Jl Q - <f>s) = iA (-°°<-«<«)

these relations for the frequencies and the

directions for the various order lines are .the same

as given by Brillouin and Banian and Hath and, as is

well known, are in agreement with the experimental

results (of. Bergmoim (1349))• We shall hoy/ proceed

to discuss the solution of the equations (9) to (12)

of §2*4 which enable us then to obtain the inten¬

sities of the various orders*
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It was shown In §2.5 that the amplitudes I3X,
of the diffracted waves beyond the scattering medium,

depend on the possible values of q and the anplitader.

W ^ * Moreover, it was shown In §2.4 that these can

he obtained by solving the equations (9) to (12! of

§2.4. Since a rigorous analytical solution of these

infinite sets of equations appears to be impossible

v;e shall use perturbation methods to solve then.

In the following section, we use the perturbation,

procedure to obtain the solution of the recurrence

equations, i.e. to obtain the possible values of a

and the double infinity of amplitudes T,im in terns of

a single infinity of unknowns. (This single infinity

of unknowns, as mentioned in §2.4 is to be determine-1

by the relations (10) to (12) of §2.4) In later

sections, the intensities of the first order lines,
for both normal and Bragg angle incidence, will be

calculated and the justification of the neglect of
certain reflection effects by other workers (cf.

Brillouin, (1933)) will be discussed. Finally, «

obtain the conditions under which the perturbation

procedure is valid and discuss the number of orders

likely to appear under various experimental conditions
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(§3.4). Moreover, at appropriate placer;, the results

of the theory are compared with experimental findings,

§5.1.!. Perturbation Method of Solution of the

Recurrence delations*

Consider the recurrence relations §2.4 (9)

written in their alternate form (cf. §2.4 equation

(14)),

^ = 4 1 + (-«> <-?<■*>) >

where

= (K"t~ __ i (2>
((r>jV +- ^ ui#Ve*4 ( h1- I}

(In future, for the sake of convenience, we shall
write tj for q2). Eegarding ( n is in general
of the order of 10*"^) as a small parameter in (1)

and following the usual perturbation procedure, one

can expand t| (i.e. q2) and the amplitudes in
powers of Va. . Doing so, we write

— Ni +• 4 + [A.y +■ • - • •

t * % f ♦

Making use of (4), -|,0j) can be written as
-fqi = -f<iy) + 4 q" VY*

(T' + > f'-fMf)]

(3)

w

+■ " * '

(5)
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where a dash on f denotes the differential coeffic¬

ient of f with respect to y . Substituting: (3),
(4) and (5) in (1), we obtain

lW+ 'iW+flHfj.Y* - J
\h;+ 4 rf(-,.(!)• f/;v...] = |[Cf- (S)

low, in order to get the amplitudes and tj
correct to various orders in a/j. , one equates to

zero the coefficient of each power of a/a- in (6)

separately. Putting the terms which are independent

of h equal to aero, we obtain, in the geroth

Bi- proxination,

M Al# fy) = o (?)
where (y) indicates the amplitude of that ware
whose frequency is characterised by the subscript
and whose q2 equals* tj . Zquation (7) has either
the solution

= ° I'f ^ ^

or the solution

fii — o -jj* fy'i ^ & C5)
Benotin the value of ~*j 0 as given by {8} cy the
subscript i , (8) arid (9) give



- ^'-K , "'"'f1 * ° do)

and

~ 0 ^ VJL

Equation (11), of course, holds only if (^;) £ o
for all values V +4 . Me shall call this case non-

degenerate to distinguish it from the degenerate case

for which there exist more than one value of ML

( 4,, J*, - - - • say ) such that the equations

-h '?> - 0 ■ -h'f'= ° as)

have the same root t|° • We shall first consider
the non-degenerate case.

§3,1.2. Non-Degenerate Case.

In this case, as we have seen in the preceding

section, for a given value of t|° ( -*j° » ,say),
there is only one non-aero amplitude in the seroth

approximation, namely • To obtain other

(= Nt~) for this value of , one has
to carry out the perturbation calculation to higher

orders. To do so, we equate the coefficient of
in §3,1.1 (6) to zero and obtain

1<iy) N?hi) •+ = nL.(f)-"'"(f)- <i>
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Putting J = m in (1), we find immediately that tj?
is zero and there is no first order correction to ^
Next by putting X = a +■ 1 and JL = □ - 1 successively
in (1), we find

N*+,.vv. = M.*». ,— •*

(2)

Further, it follows from (1) that H4m = 0 for all

such that X ^ m - 2 or i » a + 2 .

Similarly, by equating to zero the coefficient

of (A/>) in .'.'3,1.1 (6), one easily obtains

v1 • r j ^ _!
r ^ (Mi) L {■». (y\l) + V-

(3)

ri (r ^

|.Mt(

while all tlie higher IT are zero. One can also

obtain second order corrections to in a

straight forward manner at this stage of approximation;

they turn out to be zero. It will be seen from (3)
that ijir would become infinite if were to
be zero, This v;ould invalidate the perturbation

calculation. -{,1 (-»|°) f however, is never zero in
our ease, as can be easily verified by using the



expression §3.1,1 (2) for -J,* (-»j) .

§3.1.3. Degenerate- Case.

Let be the root of the equation

(>j^ = 0. If there exists another integer
such that (7p() = 0, then it follows from
§3.1,1 (10) that

^ a)
Uv l tl I

Substituting into (1) the to', and ^ from equations
(&«.) and (6b) of | a.f * we obtain* after some

straight-forward algebra,

Jc, = — J>2 - a.(flAh.fr - (2)
( | — "w,-i/"Vct)

Since for all values of <* within the experimental

range, n^v/coc ~ 10""2 or less and v2/c2 ~ 10~"10#.
(2) can be approximated by

L = - A - a
o< ' if

or

= ■a^a. + a 4^1 . (3b)
From (3), it follov/s that if J, has the special valine



then J, — A TMs implies that for this value of 0

there is no degeneracy and the perturbation method

given in the previous section applies to this special

case for obtaining the amplitudes HUil L , 2A±a..L
etc., in terras of I? u L • uhen, however, J, ^ i ,

it is easily seen from (3) and (4) that, for a given

value of J, t there exists one and only one other

integer { A ) such that - yj/t • Physically
this means that corresponding to a given value of

(or more precisely q°, of. foot-note p. iff ) there

exist in the scroti! order two waves of different

frequencies and p components. Eenee, for this case,

v/e take as the zeroth order solution for B°

Nj(-vp = (""p + (3y
instead of j3.1.1 (10). Here 11° (>p t'-e
amplitude of the wave whose frequency is character¬
ized by the integer JL{ and whose q value is given
by the constant V . Substituting (5) into

: 3.1.1 (6) and equating the coefficient of V*- to
zero, we obtain

[SjM, Ni (if') + ^ M ("p] |i (1P
+ hi'ifi i* t> = nhy1 +
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By making use of (5"), this can he rewritten as

Putting *M* and J- Jl*. ^ successively in

(L ) gives

How*for convenience, it will he assumed that the

lesser of the two integers and J* is -f, •

further discussion can he divided into two cases:

Case I - -4-1

When J*. - A, - 1, equations ( 7 ) give

(6)

N<( (y) y ^,<y) = C-.(y) + sm,~. a//., <y). (7ej

N;,(y) y py = W tf*0- y) + SjA., iC, <y). (7b)

(8)

Eliminating hJ( and njx , we obtain

(9)

which then gives
tl ^ i \ 1 —"

(10)
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so that there are two solutions for (>|°) of (r )
corresponding to two linear combinations.

Hext for X =£ x, , ( C, ) reduces to

^ ^ = + fJ<+i (-IJ') -+- u^|.(+ %/.,) A/<!, (I
■This gives

while all UA for which JL < A, - 1 or -f > t + 1
are aero.

This case '.Till be needed when we come to the

calculation of the intensities of the first order

Bragg reflections (cf. 3*3-3)*

Case II A-JZ, ^ a

In this case, equations (7 ) give "j"1 » 0 and
fj $, and are independent of each other. Further,
from ( &> ), one can easily obtain

N? oJQ. X < A, A >At. + \
o
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For Jt lying between Jlt and. ix , ,

say, < 4*- 4,) » v'° &ave fron { (o )

m"'-ti+- k ^(y) + fiiyl (13)
}i.+h »y)

Equation (13) gives non-aero values of J''+fc when
and only when either i, + k « Jz — 1 or k = 1*

At tills stage of the perturbation calculation

one has to treat the two cases corresponding to

JLZ-JL, > *• aas^ A--*i =2, separately.

Case IIa JLX-JL, > ■a.

Here we have

' "V I ^ (y)

(14)

*"■ lT> - ^ ' T> (
^ 'f " l^TTfi Ni't' ^

while, for otlier values of lying between Jt end

JL » hj" (t|o) Is aero# Combining the results (/*j
and (if), we obtain for this case

C 'T1 " « (f \
^'T

while all other 11^ *s are sero in this approximation.



Case III) -P2.--C, = a.

Here 17 ^_( and II4,+, are again given by (in)
"but

w'-'' 'i'1 = >C ifi = [N;, irji + hi lyi]. as)
while all amplitudes , not comprised in (5"), (ix)
and ( 16 ), are aero.

It will "be remembered that all *c given

by ( ii ) to (16 ) are to "be multiplied by i/x to obtain

the corresponding amplitudes Hi in the first at; rox~

imatioa* In an analogous fashion one can proceed to

second order perturbation calculation. But, since

this calculation is very lengthy, it will not be given

here, Ihe validity of the perturbation procedure and

the number of orders likely to appear under given

experimental conditions will be discussed in 1-3,4,

33.2, Bxaonlc; Derivation of the bell-Inows.

Beflectivity formula, P. for

the limiting Case a -» 0.

In this section, as an example, we calculate the

ratio between the intensities of light travelling

inside a homogeneous plane parallel slab in the
direction of the refracted ray and the light ''inslie



the slab) travelling in the direction of the ray

reflected front the lower face of the slab, xhls

ratio for light incident on the slab in the direction

of the normal to the face is given by (of, i'olansky,

p* 9)#

fc = (1)
\h+i I

la the notation of our theory, it is obvious that this

ratio is given by IWoo /H tJ) « Kow for a homogeneous

slab (A = C), the seroth order solution of the

recurrence relations corresponds to the exact solution

Prom §3,1.1, it then follows that the only possible

non-aero amplitudes are , IJf, ...» U ,

ihis set of amplitudes is now to be determined by the

remaining equations (10) to (12) of §2,4. Hairing use

of the above solution of the recurrence relations and

remembering 'that the g*s and h*s are given by '.-2,4

(Q)t the equations ( i° 5 to ( • »-) can be written as

ac""s* 5 p. = + Mm
_ s* -ft-sx ('°a)

V + Sj! +s-« (2b)

for all +ve and integer Here q A and S.& are

given by



S1 = + f£ - K
The two sets of equations (2a) and (2b), it will

be recalled, are to be interpreted as four sets of

equations since the equality sign implies that the

real and imaginary parts of the right hand side and

the left hand side of each of these equations are

identical separately, low it is easy to verify, from

these equations, that and I!SI are aero except

when JL - 0 as is to be expected since the light, on

being refracted in a homogeneous medium, will not

change its frequency, Prom the equation (26) for
JL - 0, we have

Making use of (3) and remembering that pQ » k sin© ,

we get from (4)

ttao _ - <jo -I- So e

lO V + s- (4)

R''"V {5)

which, for normal incidence, reduces to

(6)

which verifies our theory for this simple case.
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Before closing this section, we shall give an

explicit expression for lC0 , since it will be useful

for some of the discussions in the following para¬

graphs. Maiding use of (4) and (2a), vie can write for

So+o f after 30me straightforward algebra,

eta 6 - cjlo 0)4i+^+7R^2^t e ^°(7)

with R' ^ua. kg^ d (8)
I +- ft1 tsma 1

S3.3. Calculation of Intensities of the First

Order Lines.

In this section we shall calculate the intensity

of the first order lines for normal incidence and for

the angle of incidence for which the first order

Bragg reflection (i.e. for & such that 2 A sin© = X )
occurs for cases where the perturbation calculation is

valid. For this purpose, one has to solve for the

amplitudes lh* in terms of the amplitude B of the
incident wave, making use of §2.4 (10) to (12) and the
various results derived in §3.1.



§3*3*X. Justification of the neglect of Certain

Reflection Terms.

One can simplify the solution of the equations

(10) to (12) of §2.4 and the calculation of the in¬

tensities beyond the scattering medium on the "basis of

the follo?/ing considerations; We have seen in §3.1

that, while the diagonal amplitudes are determin¬

ed by these equations# the non-diagonal amplitudes

Kji+k.-i (k # 0) are determined in terms of ts£ by the
recurrence relations §2.4 (3). The recurrence

relations, which are the same for IT* and I"*, were

solved in §3.1 by making use of a perturbation proced+

ure. The main result of that section was, that for a

given the amplitudes fall off very rapidly as one

moves away from the diagonal amplitudes S ^ • This

implies that one has to consider only a few non-

diagonal amplitudes, their number depending on the
order of approximation to which one confines oneself.
On making use of this fact, it follows from ;>2.4 (12)
that

I K.T I I v + 1
]?or nearly normal Incidence (ft in "the ulirascnic

o

diffraction experiments is at most 2 or 3 )
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YV_-
vv-)* (2)

Since (n - 1 )V(n + l)w - 0*02, one can neglect

the amplitudes If" altogether and determine the N+'s
from equations (10) and (11) of §2»4 alone.

This calculation of 8* will give all the N+,s

real, while if the II" terms were taken into account,

they would be complex numbers of the kind given by

equations (7) and (8) of §3*2. However, as q

takes one of its numerous possible values, the phase

angle is, firstly, very small and, secondly, almost

constant, e.g. to this crude approximation

ifi « tan H' 0.02 for every possible value
of q. Hence in evaluating the H+,s one could

neglect entirely the effect of the II"'s on then.

It will be noticed that the recurrence relations con¬

tain only real parameters ( a and are real) and
hence ^ for the non-diagonal amplitudes '-■s>+h.L
the same as for H Aji •

The effect of on the intensity of light of

a given frequency beyond the scattering medium, how¬
ever, will be negligible only if the summation over

different m*s (cf. equation (0) of §2.5) is

effectively over a few m values. Ihis is due to the
fact that the II""' s combine with different phases



from the ff+'s in giving a particular . How, as

we shall see below, at least as long as the perturbat¬
ion method is valid, only a few amplitudes with

given 2 contribute to a given B^ and the neglect

of the contribution of the H~«s is justified. In

his work on ultrasonic diffraction, Brillouin (1933)

assumed that the effect of reflected waves could be

neglected. Sinee Brillouin's method is essentially
.

valid under the same conditions as our perturbation

method, his assumption is also justified. However,

under experimental conditions for which the perturb¬

ation method is not valid, i.e. where a large number

of and 11^ contribute to a given , it is
by no means obvious that the effect of reflected

waves ©an be neglected.

§3.3.2. Intensities of the First Order Lines for
Sormal Incidence.

_

How we can proceed to solve the equations ; if

(10) and (11) for the EUnl and thence calculate the

intensity of the first order lines beyond the scatter¬
ing medium. Since the perturbation treatment differs
for the cases of normal and Bragg incidence, we first
treat the case of normal incidence. In view of the
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discussion given in the previous section, can be

ignored altogether* For simplicity l*»s will be

written without the superscript + in the following.

For normal incidence, one has to use the results of

§3,1,3; Case lib. For convenience, we first summarize

the results obtained there. Since, now, ^ = ± ^ ?j°
we write the amplitude of the v/ave whose frequency is

oj +. Jl-O- and whose q value is q°, = HA (q°).
Remembering further that q^ = q_m for normal
incidence, (we now regard m ^ 0), it follows from

§3.1.2 that to first order calculation

N.tyl+O , Htl (f.) = 4 , jut,4

M,(Qi) # o , M-i («,) ^ o , H0(o,) = ['iiiiil _f. M-i (s,)
(<j,0

4
a.

(1)

and ^ Q , while all other N+k(o,) = o
7+j. (^i) ^ *

Further Nn M ^ o ( (<|i) = ^ A .
|u*k *

Making use of the relations (1) and using the notation
i f

of § 3.i.| equations (10) and (11) reduce to

0 = + A N^, Uy4l) + 1
fy- sfc 1 (!*♦.) U»-.-s^ 4h(V.U



a first aprorl&ation, the equations (2) give

No(^ = gCc*~S„ fo ^ q|A
- Sc COo1

a.

2- J

"'}■' M'1 = -4 gfr) tf,-s.) + Quy (3)q,~Sl U* lv

IW^\ _ 0 m „ k
<$h- s* V*"' °

Given the amplitudes equations (3), we
can calculate the amplitude B^ of the first order
line from : 2.5 (2 ) which may he written

3lc*s. ft,
= Nl. (y\ e5|^S')<{

to,x <£, - s,

+ A <r,((^ Mo(^*

(<j6-sd -Jt (|jo)

(4)



Substituting from (3) in (4) and neglecting the small

variations in t, etc#, in the amplitudes, we have

R, — A IaN-O r> / \ ji \
» WW e« <».-*•>rf)

\ & - e « I. (5)

since (V^O (*%•?-) ^ j_
3

Multiplying the right hand side of (5) by its complex

conjugate, we have for the intensity of the first

order line

I, = A j^U^-^0)d (6)

It follows from equation (6) that the maximum

intensity, (I,)**** , of the first order line is given

by

(L)„, = ^7 (7)<X^

We can use this result to fix an upper limit to the

ultrasonic frequency beyond which no diffraction is

likely to be observed for normal Incidence. Assuming

arbitrarily for this purpose that one is limited to
measurements of \$* of the intensity of the incident



light, we obtain for the maximum frequency i"l max

beyond which no ultrasonic diffraction is likely to
occur,

max » b" V16 A ^X

where v is the velocity of sound in the medium.

How, for ultrasonic beams from quartz crystals, we

have a maximum beam intensity of 10 watta/cra2 and a

corresponding maximum compression ratio of 10*"4.
Q

This gives SL max = 10° eye,/sec. when v is

assumed to have the value v » 1.5 x 10^ cm./sec.
This upper limit is confirmed by the experiments of

Bhagavantaa and Rao (1943) who found that the ultra¬

sonic diffraction was observable up to 0.5 x 10° to

1 x 10° cyc./oee.

may be mentioned here that the lower limit

of n for which ultrasonic diffraction occurs is
■

determined mainly by various experimental limitations,
such as aperture width, etc.

§3.3.3. Intensity of ffirst Order Bragg Reflection.

If one neglects the small change in the wave¬

length of light due to the Doppler effect, the condit¬
ion for Bragg reflection for an incident light of



>• 3» 3

wavelength X

is

by an ultrasonic beam of wavelength A-

3l A jw 0 = ^ X (1)

Jlz. — M. 1 — A -fj (2)

The case for which M (or i,) equals zero needs

speoial treatment given under the heading Case 1 of

§3*1*3 since, in this case, « 1. "or any

other integral value of ||v . i, | £ 3. let the
zerotli order eigenvalue of q corresponding to

= 0 and J1 1 be .0 From (9) of

§3,1*3, it follows that to a first approximation q
breaks up into two values

'
1; - [»- r V/:1- + fi

3L
(3a)

V = [v - 4 G
U

{?] (3b)
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where 3 is a positive integer when sinft is positive.

For the first order Bragg reflection, j = 1. For this

case (1) implies 2 sin&/x m +1, To determine the

degeneracy in q° aar TJ0 values (cf. §3.1,3) we
substitute this value of 2 sind/x in §3*1.3 (4)

and obtain



Writing for the amplitudes of the two waves, v/hose

frequencies are cJ (i» = 0) and whose q values are

qx and q^, the values and lIQ(q2), the
corresponding amplitudes of the waves whose frequencies
axe w-xi ( i, m -1) are given "by (cf. eqiiation (10)

of 13.1.3)

N-. u,i = N.f«,),4L4' ' V> (f)

t l(-l - - N.(m ,f If1 M-: tfi

(4)

Since>except for these amplitudes (I?0(g^),
H-l^l^ and ^i{q2))( all the amplitudes are A/z
times these or smaller (of. §3.1.3 (11))* we neglect

all the rest of the amplitudes in evaluating I.qCo^)
and (q2).

Remembering that M ~ ^ can he neglected as

"before, and writing for E+ without the superscript + ,

the equations (10) and (11) of )2.4 reduce to

R> _ too1- f e. (g.) No + Ve(<|»)
itlSo L (<Jt + S0) (<jt + S,.) .

0 =- Lei, ( H-t
^ pii (N-i (

+• S-i) (<^v + s_,

where ^ = + aFu^ 7 • Writing ft' = ftN ^ -1*
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and making use of (4) these equations become

b' = ^ (<M f/u(a,)
<£, +So '

^ o =
V + 5-«

which give

N.(j,i = e|

%UM9i)
<\x i- So '

^ (y) Nol^*)
^

where

N.(u) = I' • • EL4I!i f\ j, +5_, v.,

f\ = + C-.(^ . S-, <n,(oa
+ s0 «^+So <^5_t -^-)

and

N-t (|.) = (j,)x* # /v., (^) =
with

v = -v A V (q8)V (f>

(5)

(6)

(?)

(S)

(9)

Making use of (6) and (8) into §2.5 (3)» we obtain

for the amplitude s BQ and of the transmitted
and the Bragg reflected waves respectively as

acs„
Bo = i^sl rAV] No(?,) e

_ x 0*

So

Co (<{*) N«((|h e
+ So

hhct

_i So <L
e (10)

15 — v [ <r-' (V^ l\lo(^) £ ^ + tr_, (^Q No((M e
a^s.i L 0,+ S-i <h+5'.l

-2 Sod
»

"(11)



The expressions for the intensities IQ and I ± of
these two waves, as calculated from (10) and (11) con

be approximated, after some straight-forward algebra,
by

-f-o — Hi Cjoq* (?I -<?») d.
~x. (12a)

I-H ^ ^ 2 (<t,~Sr.)(i
(12b)

where ^ - q2 can be easily evaluated from (3s and
one obtains

%' 'V— ft- <x3>
It will be noticed that the sum IQ + 1^, is just

P
B , i.e. the intensity of the incident wave. This is

not surprising since in the above calculation of these

intensities we had put the amplitudes of all the other

waves inside the scattering medium equal to aero, in

order to simplify the calculations.

contrast to the ease of normal incidence dis¬

cussed in the previous section, the maximum intensity

(I i X™ is the same as that of the incident light in—JL max

this approximation. When first order terms, which we

have neglected in this simple calculation, are taken
into account, the intensity )aax is slightly



diminished but still remains of the same order of

magnitude as the intensity of the incident light. So

long as the perturbation procedure is valid (cf. 53.4

it is obvious, from §2,4 (10) and (11), that the in¬

tensities of all the other diffracted spectra will be

of the order of Aj 32 or less. In particular, the

maximum intensity (Ia1 )nav. of the first order line on

the other side of the direct transmitted bean (i - +1)

I will be >y B2 A*/* * • As <x increases, ^i^nax
decreases to negligible values although (1^ )WBS.

2
remains of the order of 2 . fhis is in agreement

v/ith the experimental results of Bhagavantum and Rao

(1940) where, while for low values of « both
and occur in the diffracted spectra, as <x

increases I+1 diminishes in intensity and gradually
I disappears at about = o-ois'. corresponding

to a frequency of ultrasonic beam of 0.5 x 10^ eye,/
sec.

It will be noticed that the intensity of the

first Bragg reflection varies periodically with the
thickness of the scattering medium as was observed

by Bebye and Sears (19325•
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33.4. Criterion for the Validity of the PertiirhwtiJ.
—

-i

Method*

In this section, we derive the conditions under

which the perturbation procedure to solve the re¬

currence relations §2*4 (9) is valid. These condit¬

ions, a3 will be seen below, give an indication of

the number of orders likely to appear under given

experimental conditions, i.e. for any given value of

£ ( = h/idand the tingle of incidence. Finally, we

shall discuss how these results can be utilised to

reduce the infinite set of equations, §2.4 (9) to

(12), to a finite set of simultaneous equations of

manageable proportions for any given value of S ,

§3.4.1. Deduction of the Criterion.

It Is well known that, in order that the per¬

turbation method be valid, the first non-zero

corrections to any zeroth order characteristic value
of the parameter (which has been denoted in our oase

by ) should be very much less than the difference
between the two neighbouring zeroth order character¬
istic values. Sow as we sow in §3.1* 10^ values
of the integer ■& except Jt « 0» * 1, and ± 2, the
perturbation method of solving the recurrence



relations §2*4 (9) can "be carried out as though the

characteristic values of the parameter were non-

degenerate. We, therefore, derive the condition for

the validity of the perturbation treatment for this

case. Here, the first non-aero correction to

is given by | 3. |. s. ( a ), (which gives ->|<M ) times
(A/zf« Putting •>!?.( 4)* equal to -^!,) irhere
G is some constant sufficiently less than unit? and

taking the absolute values, we have for the validity

of the perturbation method, the condition

p(yi[|«,<y> + Icl1'" 1'"' (i)

Making some simplifications and neglecting terms of

the order v/c or smaller, we have from equation (1)

I(O-om»W| ^ | (2)

where, it will be remembered,

* =
T = T (3)A

for the sake of convenience in farther discussion, we

will take sin© to be positive; this, it v/ill be

seen, is not a restrictive assumption. Equation (2)
can be immediately interpreted as giving two integers
A find 4*' beyond which the perturbation method is



valid, namely for

(4)
J ^ JL ~ _L

a* f£ • ISfSSiii^. W| (
la- -1 * J

provided 4 * 0. If a = 0, it is immediately
seen from (2) that Jf, and 4* become indeterminate,

A » o, however, corresponds to the homogeneous
medium and there is then only the direct transmitted

beam. Choosing, arbitrarily5*, C = % and noting
that «P 7-,)^—I if the conditions (4)
reduce to

14 i, - - (¥\% _V a / ix '

^2 ^ -^2. Oi ^ j ^ -Xu^uti .

(5a)

(5b)

whex s is given by (of. §1 (1))

% = A (6>

* We have chosen C «* &, for convenience. Since
C occurs to one-third power in (4)» a slightly
different C will not affect the results
appreciably. We should also mention here that
the discussions of this section axe essentially
of a qualitative nature.
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me conditions (5) obviously mean that the

amplitudes U ^ (*|«) can he calculated in terns of
("»]<) applying the perturbation method to the

recurrence relations §2,4 (19) so long as JL does not

lie between X, and , Before we discuss the

equations (5) end (6), we recall that if the perturb¬
ation method is valid for values of JL near zero,

the diagonal elements, H00 , 2i±l±l , M ± a ±x ....

as obtained by solving the equations (10) to (12) of

§2,4, also form a very rapidly decreasing sequence.

In view of this, it is obvious that, if the range of

values of X for which the perturbation method is not

valid does not include toe Ji » 0 or - I, as is

the case for very large values of sinft/c* , such
amplitudes are still negligible. For example, taking

a hypothetical example, if the perturbation method is

valid for all values of X except when X lies between

-5 and -10, toe only amplitudes of appreciable magni¬
tude will be K{,(^), (k and 1 ^°toi lying within the
range -1 to 1); hence only the first order lines are

likely to appear with slightly different intensities
on either side of the direct transmitted beam. This

situation can. always occur for oblique incidence, how¬
soever large "8 may be, for a large enough value of
oinfc. In fact, by putting in (5b)»4° ~2» say, we
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| find a critical value of 9 = 3 <*, beyond which only
first order lines, if any, will appear;

8c. a. 0c a £.<* ■+■ ( 1/ j — n.o< + (7)

| faking a typical example, where A * 10"^, <x = 0.003

corresponding to an ultrasonic velocity of 1.5 x 105
cm./sec. and frequency of 10^ eye./sec. ~ 1°. ?5 •.

If one increases 9 beyond this value, the intensity of

the first order lines will decrease rapidly. This is

in agreement with the experimental results that

j within the range of values of A ^ 10"*^ and
d = 3 x 10"" to 3 x 10""^, no lines appear beyond

& equal to about 1.5° or so (sec Figure 4).
For the case when the range of values of JL for

which the perturbation method of solving the

recurrence relations is not valid includes the value

A a 0, it will be convenient to divide the dis¬

cussion into two cases, vis., (a) normal incidence

and (b) oblique incidence. We first discuss the case

of normal incidence (9 = 0).

*

§3.4.2. Case (a) Formal Incidence.

Here the conditions (5) for the validity of the
perturbation procedure reduce to
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<8)

The range of values for which the perturhation proced¬

ure is not valid depends on the value of the parameter

| S . Sow, for values of A where the perturbation

procedure for obtaining the non-diagonal amplitudes

jKin terms of is valid, it can be
easily seen that equations §2.4 (10) to (12) imply
the rapid falling off of the diagonal elements ISU as

one moves away from the range of values for which the

perturbation procedure is not valid (cf. } a . a.).

| Hence the only amplitudes Nk () which are more or
less of the same order of magnitude are those for which

jboth k and i lie between A, and A and the
amplitudes fall off very rapidly as one moves outside

the range J, < I <4. It follows from (7), therefore,
that numbers of orders U, and La. (with decreased and

increased frequencies respectively) likely to appear

are given by

It will be noticed that the numbers of orders likely

to appear on either side of the direct transmitted

L (9)



"beac are equal. This symmetry about the direct trans¬

mitted beam for normal incidence is fully confirmed

experimentally .

For small values of s ( ?<1), it is seen from

(9) that only first order lines will appear. For

this case we have already given the expressions for

the intensities of the first order lines (p. 5-0 of

the thesis). For large values of S , several lines

will appear on either side of the direct transmitted

beam. The relation (9) gives, then, the number of

orders likely to appear under given experimental

conditions, namely for ft = 0 -and for a given value

of S . In the plate of Figure 3 which was taken with

ft =0, A~ i,r4, (X = 0.002, L, = L* ~

while the actual number of lines on the plate on

either side ~ 15 which is in as good an agreement

as could he expected in view of the uncertainty in

the value of t and our arbitrary choice of C. The

calculations of the intensities of the various orders

for this case ( % » I ), are complicated and it has
not been possible for us to give explicit expressions.
It may be pointed out; that in these calculations lor
a given value of S , out of the infinite set
corresponding to and m lying between — L, and
+ ba. need be considered since all the other amplitudes



FIG-UKS 3»

Ultrasonic Diffraction for Formal Incidence.

(Original plate taken by George S. Stanford,
in the Physics Laboratory, Acadia University)



are in any case negligible. This, under extreme

experimental conditions, involves solving at most

20 simultaneous equations and usua].ly much less.

Such a set of simultaneous equations with a finite

number of unknowns can, in principle, always be

solved.

We may mention here that s» 1 corresponds to

the ease discussed by Human and Hath who obtained

closed expressions for the intensities of the various

orders. Their procedure, however, as mentioned in

§1 appears to us lacking in mathematical justificat¬

ion. Hath (1936) in a later paper, in an attempt to

remove this defect, obtained for the intensities of

the various orders, infinite series which are only

very slowly convergent and sometimes even divergent
for some values of S within 'the experimental range

(cf. Bhagavantom and .Rao (1943) p. 59). The present

theory, we believe, is better in this respect since
one can reduce the infinite set of equations (1)2.4

(9) to (12) for the infinite number of unknowns to a

finite set of equations with a finite number of
unknowns. Moreover, it has been possible to obtain

the number of orders likely to appear under given

experimental conditions, i.e. for any given value of
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Before proceeding to the discussion of oblique

incidence, it should be mentioned here that l>, or

l»a. should be regarded as the upper limit to the

number of orders likely to appear under given experi¬

mental conditions, vis., for a given value of S .

This is due to the fact that although the various

S ^ (*|t) (lc and X lying between L. and L,_ } arQ
not negligible, they may combine to give negligible

intensity for a particular diffracted beam. For

example, it may happen that even with many orders

present the direct transmitted beam lias zero intensity

depending on trie thickness of the scattering medium

(the ultrasonic beam).

§3.4.5» Case (b) Oblique Incidence.

We have already discussed earlier in this section

the case when sinft/ * is so large that the range of

values of 2 ( +x, ^ ji < ) for which the perturb¬
ation procedure is not valid does not include the
value J. = 0. There we deduced that for such

values of ft only first order lines, if any, are

likely to appear and their intensities will fall off
as one increases ft from a certain critical value «

When, however, ft < ftc and the range of values of
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for which the perturbation procedure is not valid

includes the value JL = 0, i.e. W9/o( ^ (l^3
certain interesting features appear in the diffracted

spectra. In this case, it follows from the arguments

advanced in the preceding paragraphs that the number

of orders L, and La. (with decreased and increased

frequencies respectively) likely to appear for a given

value of % and sind/oc are given by.

U, - + 4. i ^ ^ |
f do)

[i-2_ CZ. — 4 | M Qv )

where S = A and f V*"
\ a / o( -

It will be noticed that for a given % , as

! sitfo/oL increases from aero the number of orders
likely to appear on two sides of the direct trans¬
mitted beam become different. The number appearing

with decreased frequencies gradually increases while

the number with increased frequencies gradually

diminishes. This qualitative feature deduced from

the present theory is in contradiction ox the theory
of Raman and Hath, where in their approximation one



obtains a complete symmetry about the direct trans¬

mitted beam in the diffracted spectra even for oblique

incidence (of. Willard (1949)). The results of the

present theory are, however, in agreement with the

experimental results, Paxthasarathy (1996) has

studied experimentally the diffracted spectra for

different angle s of incidence and we give in Figure 4

a plate from his paper. In this ease K - 0.003 arid,

assuming A ~ 1G~^ as in §3.4*2, we have from

(8) for normal incidence Ui * jj v a 3 . The table

below gives the number of lines actually appearing on

either side of the direct transmitted beam at differ¬

ent angles of incidence^within brackets are the
corresponding numbers likely to appear as given

by (10) and the discussion on pages 60 and 61. Prom
the table it is seen that the agreement is good for

both the angles sufficiently smaller and the angles

sufficiently larger than Gc (cf. p. 61).



FIGURE 4»

Ultrasonic Diffraction for Oblique Incidence.

(Original plate by S. Parthasarathy in the
Proe. Ind. Acad. Sci. A, 442 (1936)).
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TABLE OF MJLiBBHS OP S2ECTRA.

Angle SinO/rt Left Spectra Right Spectra

0 0 5 (5) 5 (5)

6° 0.6 5 (4) 5 (6)

22° 2 3 (3) 6 (7)

39° 4 2 (1) 6 (9)

61° 6 2 3

83° 8 1 2

105° 10 1 (1 or 2) 1 (1 or 2)

127° 13 1 (1) 1 (1)

3

Finally, we mention that for oblique incidence,

as for normal incidence, (fox any given S and sinft/* )

the solving of various infinite sets of equations

recurring in our theory can "be reduced to the solving
of a finite number of simultaneous equations with a

finite number of unknowns.



IV. CQflCLUSIQK AgD SUSUIAEY.

In the first half of the thesis, we have rigorous¬

ly formulated the problem of the diffraction of light

by ultrasonic waves in terms of the scattering of

electromagnetic waves by a periodically perturbed

medium. This leads to an integral equation which has

been solved formally with the help of a trial solution

for the electric disturbance in the medium, in tine

form of a double infinity of plane waves. The condit¬

ion that the trial function be a solution of the

integral equation leads to (a) the frequencies and

the directions of the diffracted spectra and (b) a

set of equations for the amplitudes r of the com¬

ponents of the trial solution. The intensities of the

diffracted spectra are immediately determined once the
■

i set of amplitudes H is known. The second half of

the thesis is concerned with the approximate solutions

of these equations and the deduction of various

theoretical results which are then com ared with the

experimental facts.

It is shown that this theory is both valid and

useful over the entire range of experimental condition?,

i.e. for any given values of S ( = h/ot* ) and the

angle of incidence d. This is in contrast with the



previous theories which are, at "best, valid only over

portions of the range, For small values of s , only
the first order lines appear and their intensities,

both for normal and Bragg incidence, have been calcul¬

ated, For large values of % , the calculation of the

intensities of the various orders is complicated but

it is shown that such a calculation can always be

performed. In this, unlike previous treatments, one

is also able to deduce the number of orders likely to

appear under given experimental conditions, i,e,, for

| given values of 5 and sinG. These numbers as
deduced from the theory are in satisfactory agreement

with the experimental results of several workers. In

particular, the v?e11-known asymmetry in the diffracted

spectra for oblique incidence receives from the pres¬

ent theory a natural explanation, The estimated

asymmetry as a function of the angle of incidence is
found to be in satisfactory agreement with the

experimental results.
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